Figure SN-15

EGC MSI BROADCASTS
NAV/METAREA XV
CHILE

KEY:
- Limit of NAV/METAREA XV
- Forecast areas

Forecasts and warnings are for areas not covered by NAVTEX.
For broadcast schedule please refer to EGC MSI Broadcast system table.
Vessels must ensure that their EGC receiver is configured to receive messages from the appropriate NAVAREA / METAREA in order to receive MSI broadcast.

NOTE: Forecast Areas 1 to 9 broadcast respectively by Chilean NAVTEX stations

- 1 Arica to Coquimbo
- 2 Coquimbo to Valparaíso
- 3 Valparaíso to Constitución
- 4 Constitución to Isla Mocha
- 5 Isla Mocha to canal Cahcao
- 6 Canal Cahcao to 48°S
- 7 48°S to Islotes Evangelistas
- 8 Islotes Evangelistas to 60°S
- 9 From 60°S to South Pole
- 10 From 18°20’S to 60°S and western limits of Areas 1 to 8 to 120°W
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Forcasts and warnings are for areas not covered by NAVTEX.
For broadcast schedule please refer to EGC MSI Broadcast system table.